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Purpose—This study reviews the sophisticated diversity of recent approaches

to the resolution of delimitational and related maritime disputes among Indonesia’s
neighboring States, and presents potential approaches to unresolved disputes in
Southeast Asia and beyond the region.

Design, Methodology, Approach—The study highlights Indonesia’s experiences
due to the range of approaches it has employed and issues which have arisen in the
settlement or  non- settlement of boundary disputes with its 10 maritime neighbors.
The study first offers a taxonomy of these approaches:  zero- sum negotiated solu-
tions (e.g.,  treaty- based maritime delimitation);  mutual- benefit negotiated solutions
(e.g., joint development of the continental shelf); amicable  third- party resolution
(e.g., boundary conciliation); and adversarial  third- party resolution (e.g., arbitra-
tion).

Findings—The study identifies and compares modalities that are found to vary-
ing degrees within each of these general approaches, and offers conclusions as to
whether their utility or  non- utility in prior practice can be effectively extended to
unresolved disputes in the region. Such modalities include: strategic considerations
(e.g., incremental approaches to dispute settlement); procedural difficulties (e.g.,
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 post- negotiation ratification); potential  third- party involvement (e.g., intervention
of third States); and durability issues (e.g., perceptions of legitimacy).

Practical Implications—By systematizing common benefits and drawbacks
across a range of approaches to maritime boundary disputes, the study provides and
assesses tools for governments regarding the resolution of outstanding conflicts,
including vulnerabilities to unilateral settlement pursuant to existing dispute settle-
ment treaty provisions.

Originality, Value—The study differs from existing commentary due to its iden-
tification of strategic and other modalities in boundary practice which may be of
interest to scholars and the governments of coastal states. It is also unique in its
illustrative but comprehensive exploration of one government’s myriad maritime
boundary concerns.

Keywords: delimitation, dispute settlement, joint development, 
maritime boundaries, Southeast Asia

Introduction
The present study reviews the sophisticated diversity of approaches to the res-

olution of delimitational and related maritime disputes among States in Southeast
Asia and Oceania, and on this basis systematizes potential approaches to unresolved
disputes within and beyond the region.1 The coordination and identification of
nomenclature for the varied dimensions of this practice—particularly as concerns
Indonesia, the world’s largest archipelagic State, which possesses delimited or unde-
limited maritime boundaries with 10 other States—holds potential value for not only
governmental and intergovernmental stakeholders in the region, but also policy-
makers across a geographically broader spectrum. A comprehensive perspective on
these approaches may not only maximize the efficient utilization of economic and
natural resources, but also reduce the likelihood of boundary issues giving rise to
military conflict.2

With a predominant focus on Indonesia’s prolific experience in maritime
boundary practice,3 Part II of this article offers a taxonomy of these general approaches.
By grouping these approaches within specific categories, the article permits closer
examination of the relevant differences between such examples of boundary practice.
These categories consist of:  zero- sum negotiated solutions, which aim to draw defin-
itive boundaries in treaty form;  mutual- benefit negotiated solutions, which prioritize
the economic gains of two States over the clarification of their respective sovereignty
claims (such as seen in joint development agreements); amicable  third- party dispute
settlements, which introduce an external actor into a boundary dispute, but which
depend upon the post hoc conclusion of a  zero- sum treaty or  mutual- benefit arrange-
ment in order to give effect to a third party’s recommendations (such as seen in
boundary conciliation); and adversarial dispute settlement, through which two States
consent in advance to comply with a third party’s final and binding resolution of a
boundary dispute (such as seen in arbitration).
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In discussing practical examples from each of these four categories, Part II takes
an inclusive approach to case law, exploring synergies between boundary conflicts
and regional disputes that may not directly concern delimitation, such as cases
regarding sovereignty or entitlements. Part III of this article identifies and compares
certain modalities that are found to varying degrees within each of the four categories
of dispute resolution, and considers how their utility or nonutility in prior practice
may be effectively extended to unresolved boundary disputes by governments in
Southeast Asia and beyond. Part IV concludes with brief remarks regarding the
application of tactics in prospective maritime boundary practice.

Taxonomy of the Approaches

Zero-Sum Treaty Negotiation
The negotiation of maritime boundaries is a task that varies according to the

political and geographic dynamics between neighboring States, but it does not exist
in a normative vacuum. Unlike boundaries between provinces and other  intra- State
jurisdictions, the negotiation of international boundaries has been informed by a
body of norms developed through adjudicative bodies such as the International
Court of Justice (“ICJ”) and codified in multilateral treaties, most notably the UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea (“UNCLOS”), to which all Southeast Asian States
other than Cambodia are currently Contracting Parties.

UNCLOS Article 15 provides that the territorial seas of opposite or adjacent
States shall be delimited according to a median line using equidistant base points,
unless variance is justified by historic title or other special circumstances, or else
the parties agree to a different delimitation. In the absence of credible evidence of
historic title,4 it would appear that the most likely means for a State to achieve a
negotiated territorial sea delimitation that does not rely upon equidistance method-
ology is to expand the scope of the negotiation and, in so doing, offer a quid pro quo
concession that incentivizes its neighboring State’s consent to depart from Article
15’s default approach. In contrast, the delimitation of the exclusive economic zone
(“EEZ”) offers no default methodology in the absence of agreement. UNCLOS Article
74(1) requires only an “equitable solution” based on the means stated in ICJ Statute
Article 38, which are as vague and permissive as the “equitable solution” they are
intended to serve in this context. Indeed, this implied reference to the primary source
cited in Article 38(1)(a) (“international conventions, whether general or particular,
establishing rules expressly recognized by the contesting states”) establishes an
arguably circular logic, insofar as the conclusion of a boundary treaty informs, and
thus ensures accordance with, the recognized sources of international law. The same
language is incorporated in UNCLOS Article 83(1) concerning continental shelf
delimitation. States thus have far greater flexibility in negotiating boundary treaties
under the EEZ and continental shelf regimes than they do in the territorial sea.

This is not to say that international courts and tribunals have not provided
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guidance to negotiators in the interpretation of Articles 74(1) and 83(1). Indeed, the
ICJ has recognized and applied a  three- step version of the corrective equity approach
advanced by earlier arbitral tribunals in continental shelf boundary disputes, con-
sisting of drawing a provisional equidistance line, adjusting for relevant circum-
stances, and reviewing for proportionality.5 Yet the distinction between a mere
adjustment based on relevant circumstances and a full “change” from the primacy
of equidistance may be difficult to discern in practice, as noted by several Judges of
the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (“ITLOS”) when adopting this
approach in Bangladesh v. Myanmar.6

Among its 10 opposite or adjacent neighboring States, Indonesia has negotiated
maritime boundary agreements in whole or in part with all except Palau and  Timor-
Leste. In terms of EEZ delimitation, its experience with India reflects a notable
approach. The two States had agreed upon a boundary between their continental
shelves in the 1970s.7 As opposed to Indonesia’s practice with Malaysia—which
includes a 1970 agreement formally imposing a territorial sea delimitation upon a
previously agreed continental shelf delimitation8—the subsequent practice of these
two States reflects a mutatis mutandis application of this boundary to the EEZ, with-
out necessitating the conclusion of a separate treaty.9

This practice merits two reflections. First, it should be borne in mind that while
the continental shelf regime traces its roots to post–World War II unilateral decla-
rations and multilateral conventions, the EEZ is a regime that in principle did not
emerge until the adoption of UNCLOS in 1982. The effect of this development was
to remove large swaths of maritime space from the high seas, and place it under the
economic control of coastal States. Thus, in the instance of States with opposing
coasts less than 400 nautical miles apart, a new regime emerged without necessitating
the governance of bilateral delimitation treaties.

Second, while continental shelf jurisdiction in the absence of opposite coastal
States or extended continental shelf claims extends, like the maximum length of the
EEZ, 200 nautical miles from the coast, it should be noted that these regimes are
not necessarily coterminous. Given the separate treatment of these regimes in UNC-
LOS—and considering the above said flexibility in their delimitation, under Articles
74(1) and 83(1)—States remain at liberty to agree to separate arrangements as to
these areas.

Prior to Papua New Guinea’s independence in 1975, Australia on its behalf had
concluded with Indonesia three 1971 continental shelf delimitation agreements in
the Timor and Arafura Seas.10 In 1980, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea concluded
a new agreement that incorporated and extended, by means of equidistance, the 1971
boundary northward 200 nautical miles from the two States’ baselines.11

This extension of seabed delimitation included as well as a provision concerning
the superjacent water column. Given the extent of intermixing between Indonesian
archipelagic waters and the Timor and Arafura seawaters, such clauses may be viewed
as particularly salient for archipelagic States, as the potential for marine pollution
to spread through these mixwaters underscores the value of clearly defined envi-
ronmental enforcement and EEZ boundaries.12 While the agreement envisages in
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undefined form the cooperative management and coordination of policies concern-
ing marine living resources in these areas, it provides a much firmer normative
framework concerning subsistence fishing, preserving “[t]he right of nationals of
either Party who have, customarily and by traditional methods, fished in the waters
of the other Party […].”13

Indonesia’s treaty practice with Singapore is particularly notable as regards
baselines, insofar as it gives no effect to artificial means that would otherwise extend
baselines seaward. The two States’ 2009 and 2014 boundary agreements extend by
short distances the border that had been affected by earlier agreement.14 Given Sin-
gapore’s land reclamation activities in the intervening period, it is worth noting that
neither of the more recent agreements took such activities into account when extend-
ing the boundary line.15 Also noteworthy is the 2009 treaty’s use of archipelagic base-
lines to Indonesia’s marginal benefit in the delimitation.

Indonesia would leverage this practice to greater benefit in its far more extensive
delimitation with the Philippines in 2014. The Philippines is the State with which
Indonesia (or indeed, any other State) has most recently begun to delimit maritime
spaces, with two decades of negotiation culminating in a boundary agreement in the
Sulawesi Sea. Aside from the breadth and complexity of this agreement, which
includes eight turning or terminal points and extends for over 600 nautical miles,
its most notable aspect is that it delimits the EEZ without prejudice to continental
shelf delimitation.16 This may reflect the application of equidistance delimitation
being modified to an extent in favor of Indonesia, due to its longer archipelagic
baselines in relation to the delimitation area.17

Indonesia’s delimitation practice with Thailand reveals a flexible approach to
equidistance methodology, and a preference for relegating to separate treaty nego-
tiations two delimitations that diverge on this basis. The two States’ 1971 boundary
treaty delimits an expanse of continental shelf with fairly uniform morphological
characteristics. By contrast, their 1975 agreement abandons this approach when
addressing an expanse of continental shelf with divergent morphology in relation
to their coastlines. The negotiation of this delimitation was undoubtedly complicated
further by the promising nature of petrol exploration in this particular area. As such,
the treaty’s requirement of cooperation “[i]f any single geological petroleum or nat-
ural gas structure extends across the boundary line” may be seen to reduce the risk
of delimitation for either delegation to this negotiation.18

The 2003 continental shelf boundary agreement between Indonesia and Viet-
nam also partly abandons equidistance methodology, though this would appear to
be due principally to conditions above sea level.19 These include a high level of dis-
parity in the two States’ coastlines vis-à-vis this maritime area, as well as discrep-
ancies in the distance between each State and its relevant islands. In those areas
where equidistance was maintained, Indonesia again benefits from a favorable tra-
jectory arising from its use of archipelagic baselines. The agreement only expressly
covers the continental shelf boundary and—consistent with a general trend in  latter-
day Indonesian boundary practice—in respect of those areas where equidistance
was not maintained Indonesia has confirmed that the agreement does not prejudice
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any divergent claims as to the EEZ. Indeed, the inherent difficulties of regulating
enforcement jurisdiction when seafloor and water column boundaries follow dif-
ferent trajectories underscore how much value Indonesia has placed in the liberty
to negotiate, as a general practice, each of these regimes separately.

The series of Indonesia’s bilateral delimitation negotiations demonstrating the
single greatest source of innovation in  zero- sum boundary practice has been with
Australia. Since the 1970s, the two States have crafted agreements that cover approx-
imately 1,300 nautical miles of seabed and aquatic territory, on the basis of various
principles of natural prolongation, equidistance, and modified effect for insular fea-
tures.20 In some instances these agreements have framed and influenced each other
in innovative ways, such as the parties’ agreement to a provisional fisheries boundary
on the basis that a prior agreement be preserved regarding Indonesian nationals’
traditional fishing activities in Australian waters.21

The aforementioned 1971 agreements between Australia and Indonesia estab-
lished seabed boundaries on the basis of roughly equivalent coastal geographies,
requiring few turning points to affect an equidistance delimitation. Further simpli-
fying these negotiations was a relative lack of available geological data concerning
the parties’ continental margins. The two neighbors followed this with a 1972 seabed
boundary agreement spanning the Arafura and Timor Seas, which have taken on
economic and environmental significance for both States. The 1972 agreement left
a gap between two delimitations due to Portugal’s control of the East Timor region
and refusal to participate in trilateral negotiations. This agreement also benefited
Australia’s claims to an area north of the equidistance line between its coast and
that of Indonesia, due to the area’s morphological characteristics and the ICJ’s
espousal of natural prolongation in its 1969 North Sea Judgment (on which basis the
parties to that landmark case—three neighboring States along a concave coast—
negotiated boundaries which enlarged West Germany’s maritime entitlement vis-
à-vis those of Denmark and the Netherlands).22

State practice and delimitational case law since the 1982 adoption of UNCLOS
have tended to depart from the ICJ’s early embrace of the equidistance approach,
instead favoring median line boundaries when delimiting between States with oppos-
ing coastlines less than 400 nautical miles apart.23 In 1972, however, Indonesia readily
accepted Australia’s proposed application of natural prolongation principles, result-
ing in a seabed boundary quite closer to the island of Timor than to the Australian
coast.24 Indonesia would come to publicly regret accepting this position during the
1972 negotiations.25

Following the two States’ 1973 arrangements concerning area which would ulti-
mately rest with Papua New Guinea upon its independence, Australia and Indonesia
returned to negotiations after Australia declared in 1979 an EEZ defined by strict
equidistance. Indonesia’s opposition to this methodology in the area concerned
arose from the presence of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, which Indonesia argued
would result in disproportionate delimitation if these features were given full EEZ
effect. Under the terms of the parties’ 1981 agreement,26 these features were treated
as de facto “rocks” in the parlance of Article 121 of the following year’s final UNCLOS
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text, resulting in radii of 12 nautical miles. Indonesia’s achievement of favorable
terms in this regard was likely helped by the absence of major fishing activities in
the disputed area and the expressly provisional nature of the agreement.27

The parties’ 1997 agreement extended delimitations drawn provisionally in 1981,
modifying this arrangement only by adjusting the radii of the two insular features
from 12 to 24 nautical miles.28 This is a relatively minor adjustment as compared to
the full effect of a 200 nautical mile EEZ, and one that reasonably accommodates
the contiguous zones provided for in UNCLOS Article 33. The agreement provided
Australia with significant seabed territory subjacent to Indonesian EEZ waters in
the region of the 1981 arrangement, while effecting new delimitations north of Christ-
mas Island and south of Java that provided Indonesia with approximately  two- thirds
of the parties’ overlapping maritime and seabed claims.

However, the remarkable achievement of the 1997 agreement—which has been
credited in part to the ability of delegations to negotiate in locations other than
Jakarta and Canberra29—has also been overshadowed by forces beyond the negotia-
tors’ direct control. A shift in legal representation of the region of East Timor from
Indonesia to the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor in 1999 raised a sig-
nificant technical issue for the 1997 agreement, as it referred to  now- defunct treaties
and obligations concerning the region of East Timor vis-à-vis Indonesia. As a result,
the 1997 agreement is not in force and negotiations on its fate remain pending.

Mutual-Benefit Treaty Negotiation
A failure to resolve overlapping claims through delimitation agreements may

lead to a reluctance among petrochemical companies and foreign investors to pursue
operations in a given continental shelf area. For example, in the South China Sea,
disputes concerning sovereignty and delimitation between neighboring States have
left neighboring States unable to demonstrate clear title to mineral deposits and
therefore attract  large- scale investment.30 The consequences of unresolved overlap-
ping claims are not limited to the continental shelf regime, as the absence of an
agreed system of legal governance may also problematize fisheries management.31
While an agreed delimitation may be particularly difficult to obtain when overlap-
ping claims arise in narrow waters such as the Timor Sea and the Torres Strait, such
conflicts may be partly resolved by creating neutral areas in which claimant States
share rights to seabed or aquatic resources.32

The rationale behind joint development zones—to exploit disputed resources
in a manner that is efficient, fair, and mutually beneficial—is evident in multiple
bilateral arrangements in Southeast Asia, such as a 1992 arrangement between
Malaysia and Vietnam.33 One of the most notable examples of such efforts is the
1989 Timor Gap Treaty between Indonesia and Australia,34 which was at the time
the most comprehensive joint development agreement in existence.35 This agreement
addressed the Timor Gap, which had been omitted from the delimitation in the par-
ties’ 1972 agreement due to Portugal’s control of East Timor and refusal to participate
in trilateral negotiations. In revisiting this area, Australia and Indonesia temporarily
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resolved a negotiation deadlock and attempted to ensure efficient exploration and
exploitation activities by creating a zone of cooperation consisting of three regions.
In the regions closest to either party’s coastal baselines, that State would hold the
right to grant exploration and exploitation contracts, provided that 10 percent of
resulting revenue is remitted to the other State. In the middle region, a body com-
posed of both States’ agents was established to supervise activities and jointly grant
licenses. The Timor Gap Treaty took a maximalist approach to the facilitation of
investment in this area, including extensive annexes such as a model Production
Sharing Contract and codes regarding mining and taxation.

While the agreement provided that it would serve for 40 years, with the possi-
bility of endless renewals at 20-year intervals, it also stipulated that Indonesia and
Australia would continue to seek a mutually agreeable permanent boundary in this
region.36 Indeed, the preamble to the agreement specifically refers to UNCLOS Arti-
cle 83, which stipulates that, pending a permanent delimitation agreement, States
shall “make every effort to enter into provisional arrangements of a practical nature”
and shall not “jeopardize or hamper the reaching of the final solution,” providing
that such provisional arrangements “shall be without prejudice to the final delimi-
tation.” However, the independence of  Timor- Leste and its repudiation of territorial
agreements concluded by Indonesia on its behalf have mooted this objective.

The utility of the establishment of a joint development zone in the 1989 Timor
Gap Treaty may be viewed in contrast to the establishment of overlaid EEZ and con-
tinental shelf jurisdictions in the parties’ 1997 agreement. Unlike the voluminous
text and annexes of the 1989 agreement, the 1997 agreement did not attempt to com-
prehensively address the regulation of the geographic area concerned, omitting ref-
erence to marine scientific research, environmental protection, and the construction
of installations. Observers have noted that UNCLOS does not adequately address
such situations, as several of its provisions refer to “the” coastal State (thus leaving
rights and duties difficult to discern in overlaid regimes).37

On the date of  Timor- Leste’s independence in 2002, it concluded the Timor
Sea Treaty with Australia, establishing a Joint Petroleum Development Area
(“JPDA”) in the area formerly occupied by the joint control zone in the Timor Gap
Treaty.38 Whereas under the 1989 agreement the States shared revenue equally, 90
percent of such funds were to be disbursed to  Timor- Leste under this new agreement.
In other respects, however, the Timor Sea Treaty retained fundamental provisions
of the Timor Gap Treaty, including its provisional status.39

Nevertheless, political difficulties arose concerning a region of seabed explo-
ration fields known as the Greater Sunrise area, nearly 80 percent of which lay on
what Australia considered to be within its claimed territory, beyond the geographic
scope of the JPDA.40 The parties eventually resolved this impasse through a 2006
interim resource sharing protocol.41 While this agreement vests  Timor- Leste with
jurisdiction over the water column above the JPDA, it defers the parties’ respective
claims in the Timor Sea for up to 50 years, subject to expiration if the parties could
not agree upon a development plan for the Greater Sunrise area within six years or
begin production operations within 10 years of adoption. Despite its innovation of
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such detailed moratorium provisions and establishment of a joint Maritime Com-
mission possessing a broad mandate regarding the JPDA,42 circumstances arising
from the negotiation of the 2006 agreement which subsequently came to light have
resulted in a series of judicial and  quasi- judicial proceedings which, inter alia,
resulted in the treaty’s joint termination in January 2017.43

Another regional example of joint zonal management, a 1979 agreement between
Malaysia and Thailand, reflects a  tension- reducing incentive to pursue joint arrange-
ments in regions where exploitable resources are likely to be found.44 As in the Timor
Gap Treaty, the importance of this incentive is emphasized in preamble text. In this
sense, the establishment of joint management arrangements fulfils the obligation
that UNCLOS Articles 74(3) and 83(3) imposes on Member States with opposite
coasts and overlapping claims to endeavor to conclude “provisional arrangements
of a practical nature which do not jeopardize or hamper the reaching of final agree-
ment.”45 The arrangement between Malaysia and Thailand established broad prin-
ciples concerning the joint development of petroleum and other  non- living natural
resources in a defined continental shelf area. This 50-year agreement provides for
equitable  cost- sharing in their joint activities and the peaceful resolution of disputes,
and was supplemented by a protocol concerning more complex matters concerning
regulatory implementation, which was not signed until 1990.46

Amicable  Third- Party Resolution
Treaty negotiations may subjugate legal norms to political considerations.47 In

the context of boundary disputes, this reflects to some extent the normatively
ambiguous nature of the express terms of the delimitation provisions found in UNC-
LOS, and the resulting inefficiency of negotiation on the basis of purely legal con-
siderations.48 Such negotiations do not exist in a vacuum, and may involve a broader
quid pro quo or demonstrate value placed upon good neighborly relations. For exam-
ple, benefits disproportionately conferred upon Australia in the Timor Gap Treaty
were widely considered to have constituted a political reward for Australia’s recog-
nition of Indonesia’s annexation of East Timor.49

Yet negotiation is only one of the methods for the peaceful settlement of dis-
putes, as stated in UN Charter Article 33. These methods include as well equally
amicable procedures that utilize the involvement of a neutral third party. Methods
such as mediation may facilitate amicable settlement by providing a third party’s
objective input on legal interests addressed in this  non- legal context.

As regards maritime boundary disputes, the most important form of amicable
 third- party dispute settlement in practice has been conciliation. Under UNCLOS
Art. 298(1)(a), traditionally ad hoc boundary conciliations have taken an innovative
new shape. While either party remains free to reject the conciliation commission’s
report,50 UNCLOS nevertheless requires an obligation of conduct: any UNCLOS
Member State may unilaterally require another Member State to participate in good
faith in compulsory conciliation procedures regarding a boundary dispute.51

The first and thus far only instance of UNCLOS Part XV boundary conciliation
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is a case initiated in 2016 by  Timor- Leste against Australia. While  Timor- Leste could
not initiate a boundary adjudication against Australia due to the latter’s recent adop-
tion of reservations to compulsory jurisdiction over boundary disputes through both
UNCLOS and Article 36(2) of the ICJ Statute, it had in recent years initiated two
arbitrations and an ICJ case on a range of related matters, on the basis of jurisdic-
tional instruments other than UNCLOS.52

Adversarial  Third- Party Resolution
As an adversarial process, judicial resolution offers two key distinctions from

amicable  third- party resolution. First, dispute settlement mechanisms such as adju-
dication and arbitration delegate to the neutral third party the power to issue a deci-
sion that binds the parties without any further agreement on their part. Second, this
decision is based on applicable law, and in principle eschews the broader political
considerations that may inform the approaches discussed above. The interpretation
and judicial development of these legal norms may follow evolutions and reasoning
unforeseen by the parties upon submitting the case, leading to unpredictable results.
As such, judicial resolution entails significant risks for States.53

While ITLOS has made important contributions to the settlement of maritime
disputes in Southeast Asia (i.e., through its delimitation beyond 200 nautical miles
in Bangladesh/Myanmar,54 and its provisional measures Order in the Straits of Johor
land reclamation dispute between Malaysia and Singapore),55 the ICJ remains the
judicial forum with the greatest depth of experience in boundary disputes. Yet its
Judgments in maritime disputes in Southeast Asia have focused primarily on
 principles of sovereignty over islands.56 This was the case in Indonesia’s only appear-
ance before the Court, in the Pulau Ligitan and Pulau Sipadan dispute submitted
jointly by special agreement with Malaysia. Faced with insufficient evidence of 
legal title, the Court in that case awarded sovereignty of the namesake maritime
 features to Malaysia on the basis of the parties’ competing effectivités57 and the
absence of reference to these features as base points or turning points in Indo-
nesia’s maps of its archipelagic baselines.58 By illustrating the potential use of
 government- published baseline maps for evidentiary purposes in subsequent
 sovereignty disputes, this latter rationale for the Court’s decision demonstrates the
elusive but extraordinary value of foresight and inclusiveness when publishing such
maps.

While one of the perceived benefits of judicial resolution is legal certainty,
another regional dispute concerning island sovereignty—the Pedra Branca/Pulau
Batu Puteh, Middle Rocks and South Ledge case between Malaysia and Singapore
before the ICJ—recently called such permanence into question. In its 2008 judgment,
the Court awarded sovereignty over Pedra Branca/Pulau Batu Puteh to Singapore
and sovereignty over Middle Rocks to Malaysia, allocating sovereignty over South
Ledge to the State in the territorial waters of which it is located.59 In 2017, Malaysia
instituted two new cases arising from each dispositive finding that had not favored
Malaysia in 2008, requesting both interpretation of the Court’s earlier holdings
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regarding sovereignty over insular features and revision thereof in light of “new
facts” uncovered through archival research.60

These interpretation and revision mechanisms—found in the governing texts
of both the ICJ and ITLOS—might raise the question as to whether judicial resolution
in an institutional forum truly provides greater certainty than other modes of bound-
ary dispute settlement. It should nevertheless be borne in mind that both institutions
prescribe a very high threshold for requests to revise Judgments, which no State has
yet satisfied.61 Ad hoc arbitration, the default mechanism for cases initiated unilat-
erally under UNCLOS,62 may guarantee against even this remote prospect of uncer-
tainty since these tribunals do not resolve disputes pursuant to an institutional
statute, and thus do not generally possess tools of substantive revision or obligations
of interpretation for indefinite periods of time.63 Relevant examples in recent arbitral
practice include the maritime delimitation between Bangladesh and India,64 and the
determination of entitlements in the South China Sea arbitration.65 Yet as controversy
concerning the latter case suggests, legal certainty may be seen to entail more than
just de jure permanence, and may in the arbitral context also entail de facto consid-
erations of perceived legitimacy.

Assessment of the Approaches

Strategic Themes
In terms of  zero- sum and  mutual- benefit negotiation, two key dynamics may

be observed in the treaty practice discussed above. The first dynamic concerns to
what extent the  treaty- making strategy employs what may be called “incremental-
ism”: the conclusion of an agreement addressing a subset of the dispute, with the
expectation of the future settlement (using any of the four approaches identified
above) of the remainder of the dispute.

At first glance, incrementalism may be seen as a conservative tactic for resolving
the underlying dispute through the practicable management of offshore rights.66
Practice between Indonesia and Papua New Guinea would seem to support this con-
clusion. As discussed above, Australia (in respect of Papua New Guinea’s territory)
and Indonesia concluded in 1971 three continental shelf delimitation treaties in the
Arafura and Timor Seas. Following Papua New Guinea’s independence from Aus-
tralia, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea in 1980 concluded an agreement incorpo-
rating the boundary established in the earlier treaties and extending it northward
by means of equidistance. This agreement also reveals incrementalism insofar as it
establishes relatively firm rules for subsistence fishing by traditional methods while
envisaging, but not clearly defining, subsequent cooperation regarding other uses
of fisheries.

Yet the principal weakness of incrementalism in treaty practice is the risk of
miscalculating the possibility and consequences of political shifts and emerging dis-
putes following the conclusion of an initial agreement, thus complicating bilateral
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relations and making negotiation more difficult.67 This risk is evident in practice
between Malaysia and Thailand. As discussed above, the two States concluded in
1979 an agreement establishing broad principles governing the joint development
of  non- living resources in a defined area of overlap within their respectively claimed
continental shelf entitlements. Malaysia and Thailand pursued an incremental strat-
egy in this dispute by relegating complex matters regarding regulatory implemen-
tation to a separate protocol. The fact that this protocol was not signed until 1990
may suggest the relative undesirability of States binding themselves to framework
agreements that are then subject to disputes and implementation difficulties. As
such, while regional practice suggests the benefits of bifurcating negotiation phases,
States must weigh this incremental strategy against the legal uncertainties and bilat-
eral tensions that may arise in treaty relations when the fine print is delayed by
changes in government administrations and by commercial and fishing disputes.

The second dynamic evident in treaty practice concerns to what extent the
 treaty- making strategy relies upon what may be called “boilerplatism”: the use of
textual devices of general application that have been incorporated in prior agree-
ments. Reliance upon certain clauses that have proven useful in past practice is not
per se problematic. As discussed above, Indonesia has utilized this tactic to quite
successful ends. For example, the use of a “without prejudice” clause in its 2014 EEZ
delimitation treaty with the Philippines would seem to protect the parties’ preferred
incremental approach (i.e., forestalling the conclusion of a continental shelf bound-
ary). In the absence of such a clause, the complexity of the agreement’s turning
points over the course of 600 nautical miles might otherwise suggest a more com-
prehensive intent. Similarly, the use of an “expressly provisional” clause in its 1981
EEZ delimitation treaty with Australia arguably helped Indonesia to achieve favor-
able terms therein. The further value of this approach as a framing device for setting
the terms of a permanent delimitation is evident in the two States’ 1997 treaty, in
which they agreed to permanently affirm this boundary, making slight adjustments
regarding insular features but retaining the delimitation methodology used in the
provisional terms of the 1981 agreement.

In other respects, however, the 1997 treaty suggests the critical risks of utilizing
boilerplatism in boundary treaty practice. Unlike the tome that the parties authored
in 1989, this treaty opted for a dangerous degree of simplicity, relying by default on
some of the more ambiguous provisions of UNCLOS, rather than establishing a lex
specialis to comprehensively regulate these issues. This preference for reliance on
previously agreed rules may accelerate the treaty negotiation process by removing
the need to negotiate new terms, but the weakness of this strategy is most readily
apparent in the 1997 treaty’s inclusion of provisions that incorporate by reference
the rules established in the 1989 agreement concerning joint development in the
Timor Sea. As discussed above, the subsequent independence of  Timor- Leste has
led to the nullification of the 1989 agreement, and thus negotiators’ preference for
boilerplate  cross- references in the text of the 1997 treaty has given rise to major hur-
dles concerning its amendment and ratification.
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Recurring Limitations

The approaches identified in regional practice cannot be understood as overly
prescriptive, and cannot be strategically applied to a boundary dispute if viewed in
isolation from the specific dynamics of the dispute. Nevertheless, certain  case- specific
limitations arise frequently in the application of each of these approaches, and may
thus be valuable to consider for illustrative purposes.

In treaty negotiation, such limitations may possess a factual or political char-
acter. In terms of the  zero- sum approach, uncertainties concerning factual issues
such as geodetic datum can clearly stall the progress of negotiations.68 Political shifts
may also impede the ratification of negotiated agreements, as discussed above in
respect of  mutual- benefit practice between Australia and Indonesia and between
Malaysia and Thailand. The  mutual- benefit approach may raise related limita-
tions concerning the effectiveness of an established authority in managing a joint
development zone, based on whether the underlying agreement attempts to ensure
its members’ independence from political winds in either State party to the agree-
ment.

In  third- party resolution, such limitations may be considerably more varied,
depending on the mechanisms of the specific forum in question. In terms of the
amicable approach, the paucity of practice under UNCLOS conciliation—which
leaves intact the traditional freedom of parties to reject the report of the conciliation
commission but innovates an obligation of conduct to engage in the process leading
to this report—leaves open questions as to the minimum threshold for  good- faith
participatory efforts. As discussed above, the sole conciliation initiated thus far under
UNCLOS Article 298, between Australia and  Timor- Leste, raised no apparent con-
cerns in this respect. The adversarial approach, on the other hand, raises founda-
tional considerations of jurisdiction. Australia has over the years adopted a con -
servative tactic in this respect, filing a reservation against the arbitration of maritime
boundaries pursuant to UNCLOS Article 298 and amending its declaration recog-
nizing the compulsory jurisdiction of the ICJ under Article 36(2) of the ICJ Sta-
tute to include a reservation against the adjudication of such disputes. Beyond 
this foundational assessment of the relative vulnerability or opportunity seen in
arbitration or adjudication, the adversarial approach raises procedural considera-
tions, such as a theoretically problematic interaction between a court or tribunal’s
issuance of provisional measures and the parties’ obligations to pursue cooperative
arrangements pursuant to UNCLOS Articles 74(3) and 83(3) or lex specialis agree-
ments.69

Trilateral Contexts

The examples from practice discussed above have focused on the settlement of
boundary disputes between two governments. Yet the consideration of boundary
dynamics in Southeast Asia suggests the varied questions that can often arise as
regards the interests of third States. In both treaty negotiation and  third- party res-
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olution, the principal variable is whether the third State chooses to participate in
the process.

Regional treaty practice has provided potential guidance for the establishment
of boundary tripoints among three negotiating parties, such as the 1971 agreement
among Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand, and the 1978 agreement among India,
Indonesia, and Thailand.70 As the complexity of boundary negotiations may be sig-
nificantly heightened in a trilateral context, however, existing practice in relation to
 non- participating third States provides perhaps more practicable guidance. Notable
in this regard are bilaterally negotiated tripoints based on the claims of Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Singapore, as well as those of Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam.71

Regional practice before international courts and tribunals has provided a sig-
nificant body of jurisprudence on the interests of third States in the settlement of
disputes that involve questions relating to maritime boundaries. Often these have
included disputes that do not directly concern boundaries, but indirectly raise such
questions insofar as they relate to disputes concerning sovereignty or entitlements.
In terms of third States that seek to participate in this process, reference points
include the Philippines’ failed intervention request in the Pulau Ligitan and Pulau
Sipadan case submitted to the ICJ by Indonesia and Malaysia, and the participation
of several neighboring States as authorized observers in the South China Sea UNC-
LOS arbitration between the Philippines and China. In terms of third States which
abstain from this process, contemporaneous ICJ disputes (and divergent Judgments)
between Australia and Portugal in East Timor and between Australia and Nauru in
Phosphates in Nauru have proven instrumental in attempting to clarify the doctrine
of absent third parties in international dispute settlement.72 Whereas in the former
case the Court found that proceeding to the merits of the case in the absence of
Indonesia would impermissibly require it to adjudicate the validity of the Timor
Gap Treaty,73 in the latter case it concluded that it could proceed to the merits because
a Judgment on the existence or content of Australia’s responsibility toward Nauru
(pursuant to a trusteeship agreement to which New Zealand and the United Kingdom
were also parties) did not require it to make findings as to those third States’ respon-
sibilities.74

Notably, viewing maritime boundary disputes through a trilateral lens further
reveals the possible involvement of third entities beyond States. These entities may
include intergovernmental organizations, such as the role of ASEAN in attempting
to manage tensions associated with overlapping claims in the South China Sea
(though without direct, multilateral involvement in the determination of these
boundaries). Regional entities may indeed take a more pronounced role in facilitating
and endorsing attempts to resolve bilateral boundary disputes through the
approaches discussed above.75 Such entities may also include global treaty bodies,
such as the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (“CLCS”) established
under UNCLOS. While a body such as the CLCS could in theory play an informal
role in facilitating the settlement of disputes concerning overlapping extended con-
tinental shelf entitlements,76 its work in practice has tended to be impeded by the
formal protest of one State in response to another State’s submission of claimed
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entitlements, such as with  Timor- Leste’s protest to Indonesia’s submission. Never-
theless, this protest power may play an important role as a bargaining chip in resolv-
ing boundary disputes. In this regard, a State may offer during negotiations to remove
its protest (thus allowing the CLCS’s affirmation of entitlements to proceed) in
exchange for concessions regarding a broader delimitation dispute.

Non-Aggravation and Durability
The ultimate value of any of the approaches identified above depends upon the

extent to which they do not exacerbate disputes, as well as the legal certainty of the
resolutions to which they lead. In terms of negotiated approaches, the durability of
agreements may for democratic States broadly entail the perceived legitimacy of
achieved solutions and underlying processes. More specifically, objectives of legal
certainty have been primarily safeguarded through the use of specific treaty language.
For example, in the 1975 treaty between Indonesia and Thailand concerning an area
of the continental shelf where there was significant petrol exploitation potential, the
parties included text requiring cooperation “if any single geological petroleum or
natural gas structure extends across the boundary line.” In this manner, the use of
“prospective text” foreseeing later  mutual- benefit negotiation reduced the political
and economic risks of negotiating an otherwise  zero- sum delimitation agreement.

In the absence of specific treaty language, regional practice demonstrates the
possibility of “mutatis mutandis” extension of boundaries from one maritime regime
to another, such as in the 1970s negotiation of continental shelf delimitations between
India and Indonesia.77 The parties deemed that their practice would constitute a
mutatis mutandis application of the continental shelf boundary to the EEZ, without
necessitating a separate treaty defining the boundaries of that zone. At least in this
particular instance, the approach may be seen to serve the two States’ interests in
efficiently clarifying the legal status of this regime and avoiding potential disputes
regarding their respective economic rights therein.78

Compared to the prospect of prolonging a dispute while maintaining a nego-
tiating position that may never prevail, the establishment of conciliation commis-
sions has proven “swift, cheap and successful” by removing some of the political
burdens inherent in bilateral boundary negotiations between States with democrat-
ically elected governments.79 The limited practice of UNCLOS conciliation in this
respect demonstrates a “concentrative function” that may improve the manageability
of a range of disputes between two States without prejudicing their ultimate reso-
lution. This is evident in  Timor- Leste’s decision to terminate each of its previously
initiated arbitrations against Australia (and a related ICJ case) during the course of
the parties’ conciliation. Indeed, this concentrative function bore fruit in the parties’
jointly authorized October 2017 announcement that “[h]aving reached agreement
on maritime boundaries, engagement with the Greater Sunrise Joint Venture and
the development of Greater Sunrise will now become the principal focus of the Par-
ties.” The conciliation commission noted therein that “this has been done in a bilat-
eral setting, without the need for intervention by the Commission.”80 The parties
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formalized their Maritime Boundary Treaty in March 2018 at UN Headquarters in
New York, and the commission deposited its report and recommendations with the
UN  Secretary- General in May 2018.81

As such, these two States have successfully demonstrated the utility of the UNC-
LOS conciliation process in avoiding the further stagnation or escalation of
 boundary- specific and related economic disputes in an area of overlapping maritime
claims. Moreover, in proceeding through the facilitation of the commission, the par-
ties appear to have been mindful to remedy certain shortcomings in the prior
arrangements. For example, whereas one of the recent arbitrations instituted (and
terminated) by  Timor- Leste against Australia concerned ambiguity in the JPDA as
to the exclusivity of either State’s jurisdiction over pipelines stemming from their
joint development area, the 2018 Maritime Boundary Treaty clearly sets out to clarify
this question for the purposes of the parties’ new jointly operated special regime in
the Greater Sunrise Fields.82 Failing that, the parties have moreover agreed to a mech-
anism providing for either party’s unilateral submission of resulting disputes to arbi-
tration.83

Having thus logically transitioned to a reflection on adversarial proceedings,
the principal question raised by regional practice in this respect is arguably one of
legal certainty. This may seem counterintuitive, in light of the fundamental character
of res judicata decisions rendered by international courts and tribunals. Nevertheless,
certain caveats to this principle may arise. For example, the multiplicity of dispute
settlement fora concerning the spectrum of issues relating to boundary disputes—
as seen in the aforementioned proceedings between Australia and  Timor- Leste, as
well as other parallel  inter- State proceedings beyond this region84—may raise sig-
nificant burdens on governments, requiring greater case management capacity.85
Such multiplicity may further raise the specter of conflicting decisions and  cross-
institutional interference.86 The possibility of such caveats is further evident in the
aforementioned 2017 requests for revision and interpretation initiated by Malaysia
before the ICJ in respect of the Court’s 2008 Judgment in Pedra Branca, Pulau Batu
Pateh, and Middle Rocks.

In light of the relative ineffectuality of Article 94 of the UN Charter, which pro-
vides the Security Council with authority to take action concerning  non- compliance
with ICJ Judgments, the lack of a comparable central enforcement mechanism con-
cerning  inter- State arbitral awards arguably does not play an outsize role in the
durability of such awards. However, given the lack of an intergovernmental orga-
nization’s imprimatur of authority over the issuance of  inter- State awards (by con-
trast to the ICJ as the principal judicial organ of the UN), legal certainty may also
be seen to entail perceptions of legitimacy. UNCLOS arbitration has demonstrated
recent problems in this respect, notably in the phenomenon of powerful respondents
denigrating the authority of Annex VII tribunals and refusing to participate in cases
such as South China Sea.87 While this does not necessarily cast doubt on the use of
arbitral tribunals to resolve maritime boundary disputes, it does raise questions in
some instances as to the enforcement of awards rendered in arbitrations instituted
through compulsory,  treaty- based mechanisms.
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The question may thus reasonably arise as to whether such judgments and
awards provide as much certainty as to resolution of boundary disputes as do  treaty-
based approaches. It may be seen, however, that treaties do not necessarily provide
substantially more guarantees of legal permanence than adjudication and arbitration.
In this respect, one may consider the termination of territorial treaty obligations in
the Timor Gap Treaty following the independence of  Timor- Leste. Beyond the cre-
ation of new States, caveats to the certainty of  treaty- based approaches are also evi-
dent in the spying scandal concerning the negotiation of the 2006 Treaty on Certain
Maritime Arrangements in the Timor Sea between Australia and  Timor- Leste, the
revelation of which gave rise to arbitration concerning  Timor- Leste’s obligations
under said treaty. Looking beyond the scope of the present article, it may be worth
reflecting on the utility or necessity of extending the norms governing invalidity,
termination, and suspension of operation of treaties—as found in Part V of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties—to the durability of  inter- State awards
and judgments in instances of fraud, material breach, or fundamental change of cir-
cumstances.

Conclusion
While Indonesia’s practice suggests a clear preference for negotiations,88 the

present article has highlighted some of the values that may be considered in selecting
from among the four general approaches to maritime boundary disputes, and has
identified in regional practice certain norms in each of these respects. In terms of
strategic themes, incrementalism in treaty practice may be complicated when the
initial treaty is a broad framework agreement (rather than a clear boundary segment).
Additionally, boilerplatism may prove problematic insofar as a treaty  cross-
references a prior provisional agreement (rather than adapting its terms). While
some procedural aspects of  third- party resolution may be difficult to predict, juris-
dictional considerations regarding adversarial proceedings can be effectively for-
mulated in advance as part of a State’s comprehensive boundary strategy. Both
amicable and adversarial mechanisms enable States to circumvent the recurring fac-
tual and political limitations that may forestall agreements to utilize resources.

Trilateral interests may arise in each of the principal approaches, and the key
variable as to how the parties may effectively address  third- State interests is whether
that State seeks to assert its interest in the negotiations or proceedings.  Third- party
institutions may affect negotiations in a similarly binary fashion, by either facilitating
bilateral consultations (such as through regional integration organizations) or indi-
rectly broadening their dynamics (such as through the availability of  quasi- judicial
treaty bodies). Finally, the Southeast Asian experience has innovated several tactics
that may concern the  non- aggravation and durability of solutions reached through
each of the four approaches. These include the beneficial use of prospective text in
treaty language, the mutatis mutandis application of treaty terms through subsequent
practice, and the concentrative function of conciliation proceedings. By contrast,
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multiplicity in adversarial proceedings may raise questions as to the legal certainty
of the results achieved therein.
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